First Class Assignment

All:

I hope that you enjoyed your break.

There are 2 books for this course. One is the text, Gillers, Regulation of Lawyers, 10th edition; the other is the Statutes and Standards book, by Gillers, Simon and Perlman. YOU NEED NOT PURCHASE THE NEW STATUTES AND STANDARDS BOOK. ANY EDITION AFTER 2011 IS FINE. YOU CAN FIND OLD ONES FOR LITTLE MONEY ONLINE.

The reading assignment for the first class:

—Text: Introduction, Preface, Defining the Attorney Client Relationship
—Statutes and Standards: Review Table of Contents and look through entire Rules of Professional Conduct to get an overview. Read Rules 1.1 and 1.6 and commentary.

Come prepared with questions about lawyer conduct that have received media attention recently.

Please ensure that you register for TWEN.

I look forward to meeting you!

Professor Yaroshefsky